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“In my opinion the praise of 

one man of genius fully makes 

good the neglect of a 

thoughtless multitude“

Arthur Schopenhauer
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Not merely that the world exists, but still more 

that it is such a miserable and melancholy 

world, is the tormenting problem of 

metaphysics.”

Arthur Schopenhauer
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“Will for life is the most real of all things that 

we know, indeed the core of reality itself” 
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“What will aims at and achieves in human beings is 

indeed essentially no more than its goal in 

animals: nourishment and propagation. But 

through the organizations of the human beings, 

the requirements of achievement of that goal 

were so greatly enhanced that an enhancements 

of the intellect was necessary”

Arthur Schopenhauer
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“Life itself is a sea full of rocks ...that man avoids with the 

greatest caution and care, although he knows that, even 

when he succeeds with all his efforts and ingenuity in 

struggling through, at every step he comes nearer to the 

greatest, the total, the inevitable and irremediable 

shipwreck ... namely death. This is the final goal of the 

wearisome voyage, and is worse for him than all the 

rocks that he has avoided.”

Arthur Schopenhauer
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…living being does not suffer an absolute annihilation 

through death, but survives in and with the whole of nature”

Arthur Schopenhauer
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“…enhancement of intelligence ...is a progressive 

detachment of intellect from will, which occurs 

complete, although only as an exception, in 

genius; therefore the latter can be defined as the 

highest degree of the objectivity of cognition”

Arthur Schopenhauer
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“Asceticism

Nothing can alarm or harass him anymore, nothing 

can move him; for he has cut all the thousand 

filaments of willing which hold us bound to the world 

and which, as appetite, fear, envy, and rage, drag 

us…in constant pain. He now looks back, calm and 

smiling, upon the illusions of this world, ... …Life as it 

forms now merely hang before him as a fleeting 

appearance, like a light morning dream to one who is 

half awake.” Arthur Schopenhauer
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Reason   - Objective         
knowledge

Empirical knowledge
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